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https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/05/health/contact-tracing-white-house.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-covid-outbreaks-campaign-minnesota-42d20caa-d5ec-4137-9cf7-ab3d06ede953.html
https://ncdp.columbia.edu/custom-content/uploads/2020/10/Avoidable-COVID-19-Deaths-US-NCDP.pdf
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/public-health-expert-says-zero-doubt-most-u-s-virus-deaths-were-avoidable


not nearly enough to return
our economy to where it was
at the end of last year. Real
GDP is still 3.5 percent lower

Seven months in the crisis,
COVID-19 and the Trump

Administration’s failure to
control it continue to

weigh on the recovery.
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https://www.vox.com/21531764/economy-recovery-gdp-growth
https://www.bea.gov/sites/default/files/2020-10/gdp3q20_adv.pdf


The economy remains in an even

deeper hole when considering our

pre pandemic trajectory:

compared to what the

Congressional Budget Office

(CBO) expected in January, real

GDP in the third quarter was 5

percent lower.

Looking ahead, the outlook is dim.

Forecasters have lowered their

expectations for fourth-quarter

growth in light of President

Trump’s failure to lead

Republicans to a deal on a new

fiscal relief package. Absent

additional fiscal support, CBO

does not expect the economy will

fully recover even by the end of

decade, with cumulative real GDP

projected to be nearly $8 trillion

lower than projected at the

beginning of the year. Accounting

for the economic effects of

pandemic-related deaths, disease,

and mental illness in addition to

lost economic output, it is

estimated that COVID-19 will cost

the United States $16 trillion.
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WE  HAVE  A  MASSIVE

JOBS  CRISIS

Having only recouped just over

half of the record 22 million jobs

lost in March and April, the

economy is still down nearly 11

million jobs since February –

an even deeper hole than the

nearly 9 million jobs lost during

REAL  GDP  GREW  BY  7 .4% IN  Q3  AFTER
FALLING  BY  9 .0% IN  Q2

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/24/goldman-cuts-fourth-quarter-gdp-forecast-in-half-as-further-stimulus-hopes-fade.html
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2020-06/56376-GDP.pdf
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2771764#:~:text=The%20estimated%20cumulative%20financial%20costs,domestic%20product%20of%20the%20US.
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wW4m


Nearly 900,000 women – four

times the number of men – left

the workforce in September

alone, threatening to erode years

of progress in narrowing gender

pay and employment gaps. In

total, 4.4 million people have left

the labor force since February.

Even for those Americans

currently working, millions have

seen cuts to their hours and pay,

and millions more are not

working from home and may be

risking their health on the job.

The labor market slowdown is

especially troubling given that the

recovery to date is the most

unequal on record, further

exacerbating disparities that

the Great Recession. Yet filling

this enormous gap is becoming

more difficult amid rising

business closures and slowing job

growth. The number of jobs

added in September was less

than half the number added in

August: if gains continued at the

September pace, it would take us

nearly a year and a half to return

to February employment levels

and more than 2 years to return to

our pre-pandemic trajectory.

As payroll employment has

slowed, the number of workers

permanently laid off has

steadily crept up toward Great

Recession levels, while many have

left the labor force altogether. 
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IN  DOLLAR  TERMS ,  REAL  GDP  IS  STILL
SMALLER  THAN  IT  WAS  LAST  YEAR

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=x679
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wVSd
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/07/01/pay-cut-economy-coronavirus/
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf#page=3
https://www.epi.org/blog/black-and-hispanic-workers-are-much-less-likely-to-be-able-to-work-from-home/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/business/coronavirus-recession-equality/
https://budget.house.gov/publications/report/turning-point-our-nation-covid-19-exposes-urgent-need-health-equity-economic
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/16/yelp-data-shows-60percent-of-business-closures-due-to-the-coronavirus-pandemic-are-now-permanent.html
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wVzK


plagued the labor market before

the pandemic. While white

Americans have regained 58

percent of employment lost

between February and April, Black

Americans have regained just 35

percent. And while the headline

unemployment rate remains

unacceptably high at 7.9 percent –

above the peaks reached during

the recessions of the early 1990s

and 2000s – it is dwarfed by

unemployment rates for Black

and Hispanic workers that

still exceed 12 and 10 percent,

respectively. In addition,

employment among workers in

low-wage jobs is still down about

20 percent from before the

pandemic, whereas employment

among people in high-wage jobs

has nearly fully recovered.

Amid this wobbly recovery,

millions of Americans are still

struggling to meet their basic

needs. The CARES Act’s core

supports – notably the weekly

$600 unemployment insurance

(UI) supplement and the one-time

Economic Impact Payments –

cushioned consumer spending

and enabled jobless workers to

stow away a small amount of

savings. But after Republicans

allowed the UI supplement to

expire in July, and continue to

block new relief, these reserves

are largely depleted. 
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ECONOMIC  HARDSHIP

IS  ELEVATED  ACROSS

THE  COUNTRY

EMPLOYMENT  IS  DOWN  NEARLY  11  MILLION
JOBS  SINCE  FEBRUARY

https://beta.bls.gov/dataViewer/view/2ccd03e2b21f42a3b76e539273c29011
https://beta.bls.gov/dataViewer/view/2ccd03e2b21f42a3b76e539273c29011
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wvcx
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wVxU
https://tracktherecovery.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/16/upshot/stimulus-checks-unemployment.html


Millions are trying to survive on a
fraction of their prior wages: 

Families are going hungry:

Households are struggling to pay
rent: 
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https://www.dol.gov/ui/data.pdf
https://www.cnet.com/personal-finance/the-extra-300-unemployment-payment-is-done-in-many-states-with-little-hope-for-more-funds/
https://tcf.org/content/commentary/trumps-lost-wage-assistance-program-no-substitute-federal-unemployment-benefits/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/07/unemployment-benefits-may-pay-just-5-a-week-without-stimulus-deal.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/14/millions-workers-face-jobless-benefits-cliff-with-lifeline-set-to-expire-429532
https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/demo/tables/hhp/2020/wk16/food3b_week16.xlsx
https://www.cbpp.org/research/poverty-and-inequality/tracking-the-covid-19-recessions-effects-on-food-housing-and
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-homes-are-going-dark-as-moratoriums-on-utility-shut-offs-end-11601112601


Poverty is up: 
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https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/TCJA%20post-hearing%20report_FINAL.pdf
https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/TCJA%20post-hearing%20report_FINAL.pdf
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R45736.pdf
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/06/trump-trade-deficit-426805
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2020/08/07/more-pain-than-gain-how-the-us-china-trade-war-hurt-america/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-trade-war-didnt-boost-u-s-manufacturing-might-11603618203
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/15/us/politics/federal-aid-poverty-levels.html?action=click&module=Top+Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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https://khn.org/news/back-to-the-future-trumps-history-of-promising-a-health-plan-that-never-comes/
https://www.cbpp.org/blog/health-insurance-coverage-losses-since-2016-widespread
https://www.cbpp.org/blog/health-insurance-coverage-losses-since-2016-widespread
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wYnl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/07/26/trump-promised-percent-or-better-economy-so-far-its-not-happening/
https://apnews.com/article/e76a88c4f146471aa156506f43a91bec
https://apnews.com/article/e76a88c4f146471aa156506f43a91bec


Administration’s policies,

reducing annual labor force

growth – one of the primary

components for economic growth

– by nearly 60 percent. Continuing

immigration at these reduced

levels would translate to 20

million fewer workers in the

economy by 2060, exacerbating

the demographic trends driving

our economic and fiscal

on his signature policy, the 2017

tax law. Economic growth in the

eight quarters after the law was

enacted averaged 2.4 percent, the

same growth rate as in the eight

quarters before the law. Notably,

this growth was driven by

government spending rather than

by business investment or

consumption, both of which

slowed after enactment.

Ironically, the one area where

President Trump has succeeded

in meeting one of his stated goals

– limiting immigration into the

United States – has dangerously

weakened our economic outlook.

Legal immigration is projected to

fall by almost half between fiscal

years 2016 and 2021 due to Trump
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Ironically, the one area
where President Trump

has succeeded in meeting
one of his stated goals –

limiting immigration into
the United States – has
dangerously weakened
our economic outlook.

GOP  TAX  SCAM  DID  NOT  "SUPERCHARGE"
THE  U .S .  ECONOMY

https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/CBO%20post-hearing%20report-final.pdf#page=8
https://www.dallasfed.org/research/economics/2020/0409
https://nfap.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Immigrants-and-Americas-Comeback-From-The-Covid-19-Crisis.NFAP-Policy-Brief.July-2020.pdf


President Obama’s final three

years. Once again, the 2017 tax law

failed to provide a boost: fewer

jobs were created after the law’s

enactment than before it. In fact,

contrary to President Trump’s

promises that he would keep

American jobs at home, 12,500

more jobs were shipped overseas

under his first term than under

President Obama’s second – an

unsurprising outcome given that

the tax law incentivized companies

to move jobs and profits offshore.

President Trump’s lackluster jobs

performance undermines his

attempts to claim credit for an

“economic turnaround of historic

proportions.” While unemployment

was just 3.5 percent before the

As with economic growth,

President Trump’s pre-COVID

record on the labor market falls

wildly short of his claims. Private-

sector job creation slowed under

his watch, with 1.4 million fewer
jobs added during his first three

years in office than during

challenges over the coming

decades. Given that immigrants

also play an outsized role in

founding new businesses and

promoting innovation, these

restrictive policies have doubly

undermined our economic

potential and jeopardized our

nation’s standing as the most

dynamic economy in the world.
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JOB  GROWTH  SLOWED

EVEN  BEFORE  COVID ,  TRUMP 'S  RECORD
ON  JOBS  WAS  LACKING

Fewer Private-Sector Jobs Were Created in Trump's First Three Years

Than Obama's Last Three

https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/CBO%20post-hearing%20report-final.pdf#page=9
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2020-10-22/supply-chains-latest-the-hard-data-on-trump-s-offshoring-record
https://itep.org/new-legislation-would-end-tax-incentives-to-move-jobs-and-profits-offshore/
https://apnews.com/article/a7e135215ebc4993a99a85f7eb6963f3
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=wm5L
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=x2DA
https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/Immigration%20Post%20Hearing%20Report%20FINAL.pdf
https://hbr.org/2016/10/immigrants-play-a-disproportionate-role-in-american-entrepreneurship


pandemic hit, President Trump

came into office when

unemployment had been

falling steadily for seven years,

from its Great Recession peak of

10 percent to 4.7 percent. In fact,

compared to previous

administrations, President Trump

inherited an unusually low rate of

unemployment: in the last 70

years, only three presidents

entered office with lower

unemployment rates than he

enjoyed. If anyone could credibly

claim an economic turnaround,

it would be President Obama,

who came into office with the

highest unemployment rate of

any president since records began

in  1948 (and likely since Roosevelt

in 1933).

There was also no improvement in

workers’ take home pay under

President Trump. Inflation-

adjusted average hourly earnings

for production and nonsupervisory

workers (who account for 80

percent of the workforce) grew by

1.2 percent, on average, in his first

three years, compared to 1.3

percent in President Obama's last

three years. Real median annual

earnings, moreover, grew a

percentage point slower under

President Trump than under his

predecessor.
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PRESIDENT  TRUMP  INHERITED  AN
UNUSUALLY  STRONG  LABOR  MARKET

There was also no
improvement in workers’

take home pay under
President Trump.



While COVID-19 threatens to

severely worsen longstanding

economic inequities, President

Trump’s policies were increasing

inequality before the pandemic

hit. In a report released last

December, CBO projected that

total real household income

would be more concentrated at

the top in 2021 than it was in

2016. The average income (after

taxes and transfers) of the top 1

percent of households was

expected to grow at an average

annual rate of 3.1 percent

between 2016 and 2021 – about

three times as fast as income

growth for the bottom 60

percent. By 2021, the bottom 80

percent of households would see

their shares of total income shrink

relative to 2016, while the top 1

percent would see their share rise

from 12.5 percent to 13.4 percent.

As the CBO report notes, “the

change affecting the distribution

of household income most

significantly is the

implementation of the 2017 tax

act.” Indeed, according to one

estimate, the richest fifth of

Americans received nearly two-

thirds of the total benefits of the

tax law in 2018; by 2027, the top 1

percent alone would receive 83

percent of the total benefits. This

tilt toward the wealthy is also

widening racial inequities, with
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INEQUALITY  WAS
GROWING

INCOME  INEQUALITY  WAS  RISING  BEFORE
COVID  LARGELY  DUE  TO  GOP  TAX  LAW

PROJECTED CHANGE IN INCOME GROUPS '
SHARES OF TOTAL INCOME ,  2016 TO 2021

https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/Pre-hearing%20report%20COVID-19%20and%20Inequality_Final.pdf
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-12/55941-CBO-Household-Income.pdf
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-12/55941-CBO-Household-Income.pdf#page=16
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-12/55941-CBO-data-underlying-figures.xlsx
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/ES_20180608_tcja_summary_paper_final.pdf
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https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/COVID%20and%20the%20Economy%20post-hearing%20report.pdf
https://budget.house.gov/sites/democrats.budget.house.gov/files/documents/Extend%20Enhanced%20UI%20FINAL.pdf
https://budget.house.gov/publications/report/state-and-local-governments-are-dire-need-federal-relief
https://www.epi.org/blog/cutting-off-the-600-boost-to-unemployment-benefits-would-be-both-cruel-and-bad-economics-new-personal-income-data-show-just-how-steep-the-coming-fiscal-cliff-will-be/
https://twitter.com/p_ganong/status/1289213387830960128
https://www.piie.com/system/files/documents/pb20-10.pdf
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Congress must provide
whatever resources are
needed to contain the

virus and keep families,
small businesses, and

state and local
governments afloat.

Addressing
these real deficits will lay the
groundwork for a more
productive, dynamic, and
equitable economy for
generations to come.
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